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ABSTRACT
The birth of secure public blockchains initiated by Bitcoin and later Ethereum, has
brought forth a notable degree of interest and capital influx, providing the premise
for a global wave of permissionless innovation. Nowadays, blockchains, just as
traditional businesses, compete with each other to provide users with a more
scalable platform with instant transactions, minimal fees, and advanced features. 

The crypto community has been plagued by opaque and unprincipled exchanges.
Furthermore, within the context of development of the Virtual Reality and
Metaverses, the usage paradigm is substantially changing the way we interact and
experience even daily routines. Improving and strengthening these fundamental links
within the community must be front and center. With cryptocurrencies emerging as a
legitimate asset class, financial institutions are working on entering this growing
market, but they currently lack the tools to make large investments that remain in line
with their security and transparency needs. Within this context, MTEX is committed
to creating a trustworthy, demonstrably fair and premium protocol where traders and
investors, small and large, can transact without doubting the integrity and
robustness of the platform or its order management system, all within a coherent
virtual reality.

MTEX’s protocol incorporates a decentralized ledger within its proprietary
centralized platform in order to neutralize front-running, guarantee the inalterability,
temporality and transparency of the order book, and ensure a fair-trading
environment. Led by an experienced team of successful entrepreneurs, MTEX
is partnering with global companies. 

This Whitepaper proposes an economics structure which constitutes a decentralized
transactional project with a purposed Virtual Reality user experience. We are thus
introducing the investors and customers to a genuine way to transact value using our
native MTEX exchange. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Due to upsurge of multifarious blockchain platforms furnishing smooth trustowrthy
and scalable transactions people's interest has been sparked off. In addtion to it,
metarvse is bringing a new upheaval in the markets. People longing for to avail
themselves of such impending trends and techlonogies can be further channeled and
guided by MTEX team. MTEX team is all set to provide people reliable gilt-edged
and safe platform  with the assitance of MTEX team members. Our platform is
exceedingly transparent and provides lucid transactional stints for the investors.

MTEX team tends to bring forth economical cryptocurrency stock market and  social
change along with political scenarios that may prove a best platform for the
aspirants. 

This platform shall also disclose latent and concealed risks that blockchain and
ethereum platforms encompass.
MTEX platform will also notify the investors about upsurge and slump in interest and
exchange rates.

MTEX is going to introduce its new and latest revolutionary steps that no any other
project has introduced till now. With the advent of metaverse MTEX project has been
adeptly demarcated in different compatible phases that may best fit into what
investors tend to opt out.

Project will also allocate the steps carried out various stints and span of time by
maintining longevity, values, trust and market rates.
It will initiate a  completely VR immersive platform for the users to communicate and
interact with the other users.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last more than 12 years Cryptocurrency and smart contract platforms such
as Bitcoin and Ethereum, and lately DeFi technology, have sparked considerable
interest and have become promising solutions for electronic payments, decentralized
applications and potential digital stores of value. 

Communities tendentially expressed elevated levels of self-reliance compared to
today’s highly integrated and connected global economic situation. Technology
largely governed this fact as communities could not readily source goods and
services from other communities due to geography, preservability, and transportation
challenges. MTEX and all its tools and services are open source; the transparency of
technology is ideal for research. The paper provides a high-level overview of the
DLT, exchange architecture and reports on initial experiences. The paper concludes
with a research agenda and technological roadmap.
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT1.
All statements contained in this technical document, statements made in press
releases or in any place accessible to the public and oral statements that may be
made by the MTEX team or their respective directors, executive directors or
employees acting on behalf of the MTEX team, other than statements of historical
fact, constitute "forward-looking statements." However, these terms are not the
exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements regarding
MTEX team's financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects, and future
industry prospects made by MTEX team are forward-looking statements. These
forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements about the MTEX
and its profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and
other matters discussed in this Whitepaper are matters that are not historical facts,
but only predictions.
Forward-looking statements relate to expectations or forecasts of future events. You
can identify these statements by the fact that they do not relate strictly to historical
or current facts. They use words such as "anticipate," "estimate," "expect,"
"project," "intend," "plan," "believe," and other words and terms of similar meaning
in connection with a discussion of potential future events, circumstances or future
operating or financial performance. These include statements relating to future
actions, prospective launchpad products or product approvals, future performance
or results of current and anticipated products, sales efforts, expenses, the outcome
of contingencies such as legal proceedings, and financial results.
Any or all our forward-looking statements here or in other publications may turn out
to be wrong. Ultimately, we are a meme token. Our statements can be affected by
inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown present or future risks and
uncertainties. Many such factors will be important in determining our actual future
results. Consequently, no forward-looking statement can be guaranteed, and they
may be adversely affected by factors, including general market conditions,
competitive product development, product availability, current and future branded
and generic competition, federal and state regulations and legislation, service
availability issues, timing of trades, patent positions, litigations, and investigations.
Our actual results may vary materially, and there are no guarantees about the
performance of the token. We undertake no obligation to correct or update any
forward-looking statements, whether because of new information, future events or
otherwise.
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT1.
These forward-looking statements involve
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors that may cause MTEX’s actual
future results, performance, or achievements
to be materially different from any future
results, performance or achievements
expected, expressed or implied by such.

Changes in the political, social, economic, and stock market conditions or
cryptocurrencies, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which the
MTEX team carry out their respective businesses and operations.
The risk that the MTEX team may not be able to execute or implement its
respective business strategies and future.
Changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fixed currencies and
cryptocurrencies.
Changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of
MTEX.
Changes in the availability and salaries of employees required by the MTEX team
to operate their respective businesses and operations.
Changes in user behavior and preferences of MTEX users.
Changes in the competitive conditions under which MTEX team operate, and its
ability to compete in such conditions.
Changes in MTEX team's future capital needs and the availability of financing
and capital to finance such needs.
War or acts of international or national terrorism.
Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and cases of force majeure
that affect the business and / or operations of the MTEX team.
Other factors beyond MTEX team's control.
Any risks and uncertainties associated with MTEX team, its businesses and
operations, the MTEX, the Token Sales, etc.

These factors include, but are not limited to:
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1. LEGAL INVESTMENT DISCLAIMER1.

Reliance on any information contained in this document or any information made
available in connection with any further inquiries,
Any error, or inaccuracy in this document,
Any action resulting therefrom or
Usage or acquisition of products.

This Whitepaper is produced for educational and informational purposes only and is
not intended to be used as a financial promotion. No information, data, or analysis
presented are intended to form the basis of any investment decision. This document
is not investment advice, solicitation of any kind nor an endorsement. Nothing in this
paper should be construed as an offer or inducement to engage in any form of
investing activity. This paper is not a prospectus, invitation, inducement, or proposal
for investment, nor is it meant to be a sale or issuance of securities, interests, or
assets.

The information in this document is provided in good faith. 

The MTEX team expressly disclaims any and all responsibility, and readers, investors,
expressly waive all claim for any direct or indirect loss or damages of any kind
(whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from:

1.

2.
3.
4.
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1. LEGAL INVESTMENT DISCLAIMER1.
The MTEX project purpose is only to enable token holders to undertake actions
within the MTEX platform. The MTEX project is not to be used by any individual
resident and/or citizen of a country in which holding such tokens is illegal and/or in
countries that consider coins and/or tokens as securities. It is the readers
responsibility to know the laws relevant to their legal jurisdiction and ensure they are
compliant at all times.

There are no guarantees that the MTEX project and/or platform will succeed
financially. There is no inherent monetary value associated with the MTEX project. 
The MTEX project reserves the right to require all platform participants submit
verifiable identity and residence documentation at any time in order for the MTEX
project to comply with Know Your Customer and Anti Money laundering
responsibilities. This includes validation of identity & residence documentation with
an authorized third-party supplier, as well as ongoing monitoring.

This material does not constitute any representation as to the suitability or
appropriateness of any utility asset, financial product, or instrument. There is no
guarantee that investment in the MTEX will be profitable or will not incur loss. This
information does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial
situation, and the needs of any specific person who may view its investor materials.
Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in
any security or investment strategy discussed in this Whitepaper and should
understand that statements regarding prospects may not be realized. Investors
should note that security values may fluctuate and that the Token’s price or value
may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Investing in any
cryptocurrency involves certain risks called non-diversifiable risk. These risks include
market risk, interest-rate risk, inflation risk, and event risk. These risks are in addition
to any specific, or diversifiable, risks associated with particular investment styles or
strategies. 
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1. FUNDAMENTALS, PROJECT CONCEPT
AND ARCHITECTURE

The MTEX project purpose is only to enable token holders to undertake actions
within the MTEX platform. The MTEX project is not to be used by any individual
resident and/or citizen of a country in which holding such tokens is illegal and/or in
countries that consider coins and/or tokens as securities. It is the readers
responsibility to know the laws relevant to their legal jurisdiction and ensure they are
compliant at all times.

There are no guarantees that the MTEX project and/or platform will succeed
financially. There is no inherent monetary value associated with the MTEX project. 
The MTEX project reserves the right to require all platform participants submit
verifiable identity and residence documentation at any time in order for the MTEX
project to comply with Know Your Customer and Anti Money laundering
responsibilities. This includes validation of identity & residence documentation with
an authorized third-party supplier, as well as ongoing monitoring.

This material does not constitute any representation as to the suitability or
appropriateness of any utility asset, financial product, or instrument. There is no
guarantee that investment in the MTEX will be profitable or will not incur loss. This
information does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial
situation, and the needs of any specific person who may view its investor materials.
Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in
any security or investment strategy discussed in this Whitepaper and should
understand that statements regarding prospects may not be realized. Investors
should note that security values may fluctuate and that the Token’s price or value
may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Investing in any
cryptocurrency involves certain risks called non-diversifiable risk. These risks include
market risk, interest-rate risk, inflation risk, and event risk. These risks are in addition
to any specific, or diversifiable, risks associated with particular investment styles or
strategies. 
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5. FUNDAMENTALS, PROJECT CONCEPT
AND ARCHITECTURE

Project Genre: VR FPS 
Required VR headset: Oculus Quest 2 
Engine: Unity3D 
Multiplayer servers: Playfab 

The decentralized nature of blockchain technology also entails an essential element
of antifragility. Traditional digital payment structures remain highly centralized and,
subsequently, fragile when faced with unexpected events. Both intentional and
accidental network outages can entail a complete economic shutdown for the
communities using their services. In 2018 the payment processing giant VISA
experienced an unprecedented outage in the UK and Europe, leaving hundreds of
millions of individuals financially stranded. Without access to their funds, individuals
and businesses were left without any meaningful way to transact.

The next generation crypto exchanges have managed to provide liberty to the users,
and this represents a huge step forward for the freedom of technology. 

What MTEX proposes, though, is a revolutionary and completely immersive
experience in the realm of Virtual Reality, while using the same exchange services.
The project, as it is conceptualized and designed by the core team, will literally be
the first of it is kind in the world. We take pride in the fact that no one in the world
could do such a blockchain project until now.

MTEX is a project developed, owned and powered by LTRADEX LTEX. Our company
proposes a transparent approach on the project, the core team is not eluding and
hiding behind any shady organizations, and we are not linked to any decentralized or
centralized exchanged whatsoever.
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6. PROJECT PHASES
We propose a strategic approach for the development of the project, so we divide
the development into 3 main phases.

Phase 1: Small Static Demo
We are developing a VR demo, showing the core experience of depositing currency,
monitoring the spot market, and placing orders or directly converting crypto. This
phase can also be considered as instrumental for the initial investors. 
Phase 2: Complete platform in VR
This phase starts when the feedback comes approving phase 1. Phase 2 is all about
integrating every function in TradeX platform inside VR, building trading APIs, and
building a complete city of crypto trading. 
Phase 3: Online multiplayer

This phase turns the single user experience into a Massive Multiplayer Online (MMO)
where users can access the trading center, transaction office, academy and many
more places live as well as socialize amongst each other inside the VR trading city. 

7. PHASE 1

Markets Hall: A big building in the center of the city that shows the changing
markets 
Trading center: A big building that allows users to trade crypto and shows the
(Advanced) page of the trading screen. 
Transaction office: A building where users can deposit crypto, buy crypto (via
Fiat) 
Mahmoud (Male) the guide: An AI character that gives tutorials to new users and
guides them throughout the city. 

In this document, we will only discuss the details of Phase 1 which will result in a
high-quality demo ready for showcasing in the upcoming crypto expo. The core
objective of the project is to build a fully immersive metaverse city from scratch, and
it will be including MTEX headquarters, which will evidently be the biggest building
in the city.
Other available functions:
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DEMO USE CASE:

Crypto trading in VR as a possibility
Test user immersion
Hinting on upcoming social experience 

A new user logs in, the user finds him/her self on the gates of TradeX city and
Mahmoud is by the gate. The user moves towards Mahmoud who greets him/her and
takes them in a tour around the city. Once the tour is over and Mahmoud has
explained what’s the purpose of each building, the user is then left to explore alone
and try different options inside each building. 
This use case is designed to showcase three things:

This compact demo is meant to test the VR experience of the application by
providing only the very basic core functions. If the feedback comes back positive,
then it is safe to go all in for the full VR experience in phase 2. 

MILESTONES:

Rapid iterations producing concept sheets for buildings and the city from outside
and inside. 
Concept sheet for Mahmoud character 
Second milestone – 120 hours (VR experience setup):
VR continuous movement (FPS like)
3D city design
Trading functions 
Transaction functions 
Previewing Markets 

Polish lighting 
Optimize rendering 
Fixing any Issues. 

First milestone – 80 hours (Concept creating):

Third milestone – 40 hours (Polishing):

Phase 1 should end by Mar 15th 2022.
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8. VALUES
COMMUNITY
MTEX is fully decentralized and owned by its love and vibrant community. We
welcome and embrace diverse perspectives to build MTEX into the best community
in crypto world.
TRANSPARENCY
MTEX is decentralized and supported by its community of enthusiasts. We
encourage open communication and believe trust, transparency.
TRUST
In the cryptocurrency market trust is paramount. That means full transparency not
only in the community and development but also in security efforts. 
LONGEVITY
MTEX is in for the long haul. The decentralized community is fostering and adopting
long term development of the ecosystem and foundation in efforts to drive real use
cases which are dissociated from the token usage.

9. TARGET MARKET
Crypto Traders – these participants can use MTEX for speculating and hedging
cryptocurrency volatility. MTEX can also be used to convert cryptocurrency into fiat.
Standard Customers – these customers may want to buy MTEX as a crypto asset, for
long-term holding. MTEX could be used to pay for goods and services, in the future,
or as an option to participate in different launchpads. Its high volatility as an asset
and its unpredictability makes it an invaluable form of speculative asset.

Companies and Private Institutions – MTEX crypto assets give institutions new
opportunities for capital gains. There is free liquidity and extra earning potential from
trading MTEX into fiat and vice versa. The use of cryptocurrency has become a major
industry. Institutions can profit from earning from the volatility of the underlying
asset, and from using the MTEX management system.
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Will be able to facilitate the auto execution functions
Cross-chain trading will be enabled through the development and
implementation of MTEX protocol which will work towards bridging the different
infrastructures that will be added to the trading

Safest and Secure Multi Token MTEX Wallet will have easiest UI with Multi
Functionality. 
The MTEX’ wallet app will be introduced on both Android & iOS. Cross-Chain
Trading will be enabled through the implementation of the MTEX Protocol, linking
multiple blockchain infrastructures. Initially, the MetaMask wallet will be used as the
wallet on the website, but will be replaced by MTEX’s in-house developed wallet.
Later, MetaMask will only function in the web-app and shall be replaced by the
native Wallet on mobile application, which will function on both the web and mobile
applications.
MTEX-Wallet:

WHITE  PAPER

10. ECOSYSTEM

Decentralized exchange that features custom
functionality and allows holders to trade
among themselves, and without any
centralized point of failure, any BEP20 token
for another. It acts as the foundation on which
MTEX will develop further functionalities and
use-cases for the MTEX holders.

MTEX SWAP

MTEX WALLET
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10. ECOSYSTEM

BUSINESS MODEL

Trader Fees - a percentage fee is subtracted from both the maker and the taker
of each trade.
Token Swap - a percentage fee is subtracted for each token exchange on the
platform.
MTEX Tools - Proprietary tools will come in the form of tiers, each levying a
certain fee

MTEX’s Decentralized Exchange model generates revenue through trading, direct
token to token swaps, the tier programs for MTEX tools and launchpad offerings.
These revenue streams are further briefed below:

MTEX DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
Centralized Crypto Exchange Ios/Android App. MTEX will bring for their MTEX
Family.
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TOKENOMICS

TOKEN ALLOCATION

Sale
45%

Foundation Team
25%

Marketing
15%

Development
15%
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11. ROADMAP

January 2022

January-Feb   2022

Febuary   2022

Febuary   2022

Febuary   2022

Feb-Mar   2022

Feb-Mar   2022

Mar   2022

May 2022

May 2023

Auditing MTEX smart contract

Subscriptions on MTEX currency

Audit KYC & Anti Fraud by SLEN for LTEX and MTEX

Implementing smart contract for MTEX currency and subscription

Creating MTEX website

Adding MTEX to CoinGecko and CMC

Listing MTEX on Exchange Platform

Demo for LTEX METAVERSE project

Special Event in UAE

Project (METAVERSE)
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12. TEAM
MTEX developers have a long history of working
with cryptocurrency. They also possess the
marketing, programming, logical, technical, and
operational skills needed to accomplish this
project. The Core team has been developing the
fundamental idea behind MTEX for the last 12
months. The management has invested
$100,000 of own personal funds to launch a
MVP before going to contributors for the token
generating event. The goal is to reimagine the
fusion between meme tokens and current
crypto-exchange ecosystems for a more
profitable trading environment in the long term.

13. APPRECIATION
Our VR exchange mechanics are structured so that there are a multitude of
influences for material appreciation. Starting with growing transactions and constant
onboarding of new clients we start to build a higher use for our exchange and a
higher demand. With this kind of assistance to the velocity of our exchange along
with its use in crypto trading, it can measurably reach its true intrinsic value.

With the growing use of the exchange by businesses on the platform we effectively
reduce price risk relative to the dollar for all holders, setting a comfortable base for
which we can assume, following price discovery on other exchanges, our exchange
will not fall through. This also sets the investment standard for traders to buy
knowing that eventually, MTEX will reach certain support levels where there is only
more upside as we grow.

We encourage the reader to do its own research, and decide whether to invest in our
project. 
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14. REPRESENTATION AND
WARRANTIES BY THE PURCHASERS

You are permitted and have full power to purchase MTEX according to the laws
that apply in your jurisdiction of domicile.
You are solely accountable for deciding whether the purchase of MTEX is
appropriate for you.
You are not performing as a mediator on behalf of any other person or entity who
wish to purchase MTEX or contribute in its token sale.
You have thoroughly studied the risks, costs, and any other shortcomings of
procuring MTEX and realized the risks, costs, and any other disadvantages
associated with MTEX and its token sale.
You are not acting for the purpose of speculative investment.
You agree and acknowledge that MTEX does not constitute securities in any form
in your jurisdiction.
You agree and admit that no controlling authority has inspected or approved the
information set out in this Whitepaper, no such action has been or will be taken
under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the
publication, distribution or broadcasting of this whitepaper to you does not imply
that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied
with;
You agree and acknowledge that this whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the
completion of the MTEX sale or future trading of MTEX on any crypto currency
exchange, shall not be interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the
merits of MTEX team.
The distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy
thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the
applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any
restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and
obeyed with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to
MTEX team.

By contributing in the token sale of MTEX, the consumers represent and warrant to
MTEX team as follows:

1.
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14. REPRESENTATION AND
WARRANTIES BY THE PURCHASERS
You agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any
MTEX, it is not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:
any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency.
debentures, stocks or shares issued by MTEX team.
rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares.
rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or
pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss.
units in a collective investment scheme.
units in a business trust.
derivatives of units in a business trust; or
any other security or class of securities.
You have a good understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage,
transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of crypto currencies,
blockchain-based software systems, crypto currency wallets or other related
token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract
technology.
You are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase
any MTEX, there are risks associated with MTEX team and its business and
operations.
You agree and acknowledge that MTEX team is not liable for any indirect,
special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or
otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and
loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or
reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof by you.
You will not use the token sale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to
money laundering and the financing of terrorism; and
All the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and
non-misleading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession
of this whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be).

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
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MARKET AND INDUSTRY
INFORMATION

This whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have
been obtained from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well
as market research, publicly available information and industry publications. Such
surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available information and
publications generally state that the information that they contain has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the
accuracy or completeness of such included information. MTEX team has not
conducted any independent review of the information extracted from third-party
sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained
the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, any
entities of the MTEX team and officers and employees thereof do not make any
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information
and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.


